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Alison Carmichael
By Becky Sunshine Photography RANKIN

London-based Alison Carmichael is
the creator of some of the highestprofile custom-designed typography
on ad campaigns, packaging, logos
and book jackets for brands such
as Audi, Land Rover, Virgin,
Waterstone’s and Stella Artois.
When did you fall in love with
letters?
Many moons ago, I studied
graphic design at Ravensbourne
College, but found myself really
into hand-drawn typography just
as everyone else was getting into
computer design. Luckily there
wasn’t really anyone else from my
generation offering that kind of
skill at the time, so I had a nice
little niche to build on. One job
led to another, my styles of handlettering diversified over time and
I built up my advertising client
base. It was a hard slog in the
early years, with lots of traipsing
around with my portfolio.
What inspires your work?
I am hugely inspired by history.
I know that sounds obvious
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but each era of design has had
really distinctive hand-lettering
styles, which still have relevance
today in modern design. I love
the intricate, ornate lettering
of the Victorians – their work
is mind-blowing when you
consider that they didn’t have
Photoshop. I particularly love
styles from the 1950s and 1960s,
which is probably when handlettering was at its most creative
and exciting. I’m interested in
anything hand-drawn, people’s
handwriting, street art – there’s
inspiration everywhere.
What are the greatest
challenges with handlettering?
Most stuff ’s been done and
redone, so it’s really difficult to
come up with something that’s
unique. It’s so easy to copy what
other artists are doing – there
are a lot of hand-lettering artists
around now whose work looks
very similar for that reason. My
commercial commissions tend to
be very specific briefs, whereas

in my personal work I’m able
to write anything I want and in
whatever style I feel like – total
self-expression.
How does typography
establish a mood in
advertising or editorial?
Styling is everything. You’re using
words and imagery to convey a
very specific mood and message
in order to sell something to
a target demographic. A great
deal of research goes into it
and so much can be implied
with even just something as
simple as handwriting – it’s so
nuanced. Pressure applied, the
slant, spacing, one can convey
gender, mood, age, practically that
person’s voice.
What’s the advantage of
hand-lettering over computergenerated type?
It can have so much more
personality than computergenerated type. That said, of
course there are some beautifully
crafted digital typefaces around
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and when used well, they can
be great. But for me, I like the
variation in handcrafted type, I
like a bit of imperfection – you
can see the illustrator’s personality.
I have always really loved writing
and receiving letters – goodquality stationery and beautiful
writing instruments, proper ink
and keeping hold of letters as
mementos. When he was very
old, my grandfather used to write
me really lovely letters, which
I’ve kept and re-read occasionally.
Now that he’s gone, it allows me
to feel a deep connection to him,
which I wouldn’t feel so much if
those letters were typed.

‘So much can be implied with something as simple as handwriting –
it’s so nuanced…
One can convey gender, mood, age, practically that person’s voice.’

What other projects are you
working on?
I recently finished the spring/
summer ad campaign for Marks
& Spencer and have also been
working on an amazing topsecret project with Apple. There’s
also a children’s book for Harper
Collins in New York.
alisoncarmichael.com
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‘Road signs are objects that we don’t necessarily think of as being designed
in the traditional sense, but they are items which have been carefully considered
and specifically designed for a purpose; simplistic in appearance yet incredibly effective.’

Henrik Kubel
By Kat Phan Photography James Pearson-Howes

Co-founder of design studio A2/
SW/HK and type foundry A2TYPE, a visiting lecturer at
the Royal College of Art and a
member of the prestigious Alliance
Graphique Internationale (a
members-only club of the world’s
leading graphic artists and
designers), Henrik Kubel knows
a thing or two about typography.
Renowned in the industry for
his hand-drawn type, his multiaward-winning studio’s list of
clients includes MoMA, the Design
Museum, Tate, V&A, Royal Mail,
Penguin Press and British Vogue.
More recently, Kubel was involved
in the redesign of iconic photography
magazine Aperture.
How did you become a
specialist in typography?
I started my career as a graffiti
painter in Denmark doing murals
with sprays – my speciality
was letters, following in the
footsteps of the great graffiti
writers from New York: Seen,
Dondi and Revolt to name a few.
When I entered design school
in 1992 I discovered a different
kind of lettering – type – and
the transition felt natural. I see
type design – much like music,
fashion and art – as my way of
making a creative contribution to
our world.
12
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How strongly do you think
typography influences a
meaning?
Type is one of the most powerful
communication tools we have;
it allows us to reinforce or add
another dimension to a meaning.
For example, we recently
designed a family of fonts for the
Samuel Beckett series of books
for Faber & Faber. The fonts
were inspired by machine-cut
wood type, characterised by a
hard edge. We wanted to create
something that was raw, powerful
and contemporary, just like
Beckett’s writing.
Can you give an example of
good typography?
Road signs are objects that we
don’t necessarily think of as
being ‘designed’ in the traditional
sense but this is exactly what
they are. They are items which
have been carefully considered
and specifically designed for a
purpose, simplistic in appearance
yet incredibly effective – an
example of graphic design and
typography at its best!
You were commissioned
by the Government Digital
Services (GDS) to develop
a screen version of Transport,
the font currently used on all
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UK road signs, for the gov.uk
website. What did this entail?
The project was huge in
terms of scale and ambition,
comprising more than 700
websites with several subpages and digital forms. We
collaborated closely with
Transport’s original designer,
Margaret Calvert, to create
GDS Transport, an accessible
and legible typeface which
is now used for all of the
official government digital
communication. We were
delighted to see GDS win the
Design Museum’s Design of the
Year 2013 Award, for their gov.
uk website.
What philosophy underpins all
of your typeface designs?
Legibility is essential. I don’t
design abstract or conceptual
fonts. Craft also plays an
important role, from striking
the right balance between
proportions to achieving the
correct ratio between weights.
What do you find most
thrilling about your work?
The long hours, which I know
may sound a little odd. What can
I say? I am passionate about type!
a2swhk.co.uk, a2-type.co.uk
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Curtis Kulig
By SOLEIL NATHWANI Photography MAGNUS UNNAR

Curtis Kulig is a 32-year-old
artist, photographer, poet and man
about town. He has made his mark
with his Love Me campaign, which
has appeared everywhere from New
York to Tokyo. As an artist who uses
text as his most powerful medium,
Curtis talks to house about the
words he uses.
Was language and text a big
influence for you growing up?
Did you write a lot as a child?
At the time the influence of text
and fonts was subconscious. In
North Dakota, where I grew up,
a lot of signs were hand-painted.
Skateboarding graphics were a
huge thing for me as that was
really my individualistic and
creative outlet in a place where
there was not much to do. Older
artists like Jim Phillips and
Pushead were a huge inspiration
for me. I used to copy straight
out of the dictionary. I always
liked the idea of a pencil or pen
and paper and movement. It was
like a meditation to keep my
mind focused, and that brings us
to today where a lot of my work
is repetitive text, like a mantra.
You’ve gone from a lot of
photography to more text
14

on canvas; is this a more
powerful medium for you?
It depends on the content of the
image and also depends on the
person who is taking it in and
what it means to them. But for
me right now, the painting and
the text are a more powerful
way of conveying what I have
to say. A photo can have so
many different aspects but when
you look at a painting that is
verbalising something it is really
bringing it down to its essence.
When your Love Me campaign
began, what was the starting
point?
I was in my early 20s and I had
moved to LA and I was going
overboard with everything. So
then the extreme me flipped the
script and I did herbs, juicing,
acupuncture, meditation, and
those things became my drug. I
stopped going out, nobody saw
me for a year and a half. It was
lonely and it was a dark part
of my life. I wanted to back up
from everything and take a look
so I went from Band-Aiding
problems by partying to really
thinking a lot. I turned to writing
because I had so many thoughts
that my brain was going faster

than it had ever gone before. That
was the first time that I wrote
Love Me and it wasn’t a needy
thing, it was just a statement.
So is that more of what
is going on in your head
creatively right now?
Yes, I write poems almost every
day. I like to do stack poems. I
recently made a book that was
more photography and I put
some of the writing in there,
but for now most of the poetry
is more personal. I like putting
my feelings on paper. When you
keep them inside they become
weird and I don’t want to be that
closeted a person.
What is your input? What
are the words that spend the
most time coming in to your
head?
It’s hard for me to take a lot
coming in because so much is my
head. I actually like things that
aren’t informing me of something
or having an opinion or
somebody’s voice on something.
It’s the reason I like to listen to
jazz. There are no words.

‘I went from Band-Aiding problems by partying to really thinking a lot.
I turned to writing because I had so many thoughts that my brain
was going faster than it had ever gone before.’

curtiskulig.com
lovemewashere.com
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‘I want someone to talk about what they learned at the five internships
they had to slave at before they got a job that barely paid the bills.
It’s just a better story.’

Sarah Kim
By Justin Quirk Photography MICHAEL SCHWARTZ

Sarah Kim is the founding editor
of By Way of Brooklyn. Her online
magazine is devoted to interviews
with the most important creative
people working out of the borough
right now, from fine artists to
architects. By Way of Brooklyn
recently staged their pop-up
bazaar at Soho House New York to
showcase this talent.
What’s the backstory to By
Way of Brooklyn?
After the magazine that I was an
editor at folded last year, I figured
I’d meet up with friends and try
and find freelance opportunities
while job-searching. I was having
coffee with so many supertalented, photogenic people, with
wise advice. Their experiences
of struggle and success were so
encouraging to me. I thought
other people would benefit in
hearing these stories too.
16
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Everywhere I pitched it said
they loved it but didn’t have the
money to spend. So, if I wasn’t
going to get paid, I might as well
do it on my own. We linked up
with a fantastic photographer,
Minnow Park, and later an
amazing videographer, Dace
Willmott. On my four-year New
York anniversary, By Way of
Brooklyn was born.
Are you from the publishing
world originally?
I studied textiles in college,
moved to New York and hoped
to become a stylist. After
working with a fantastic designer
named Carlos Campos, I thought
I’d give magazines a try, first
starting as a freelance fashion
assistant. I ended up falling into
writing and editing, something
I’ve always wanted to do but
never had the courage to pursue.

What makes Brooklyn
different to the rest of NYC?
I’m just gonna say it: Brooklyn
is the coolest. I’ve lived in every
borough but the Bronx, and
being from the West Coast none
of them ever felt like home.
Then Brooklyn happened, and
suddenly it all made sense.
The space, the culture, the
neighbourhoods, the food, the
people, the personality. There are
things happening in Brooklyn,
small businesses are being
celebrated, entrepreneurs are
being encouraged and supported,
and it’s crazy to feel like I’m
a part of that. It feels like a
neighbourhood, a community.
Is there a common thread
which links the people you
cover together?
The link is the hustle, the
persistence and the sincerity. I
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don’t want to feature someone
who gets all of their money from
their parents and fake-talks about
having to hustle. ‘Hi, I'm a trust
fund baby and I don’t have really
have to work if I don’t want to’ is
a story that ends way too quick,
you know? I want someone to
talk about what they learned
at the five internships they had
to slave at before they got a job
that barely paid the bills. It’s just
a better story. Most people are
here for a very clear reason, and
it takes a certain temperament to
stay and more than that, to make
it. The most interesting thing
for me is interviewing these
people who are, in my opinion, so
successful, and yet they feel like
they have so much further to go.
That is Brooklyn. Our not good
enough is a lot of people’s best.
bywayofbrooklyn.com
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Joe Banks
By Lore Oxford Photography ROBIN MELLOR

Joe Banks is a UK-based researcher
and author who has woven an
intricate web of cultural and
psychological findings to explore the
human perception of sound. house
caught up with Banks to learn more
about how emotional attachment
and assorted audio misconceptions
have birthed their own kind of
pseudo-science.
What do you explore with
your book Rorschach Audio?
If you consider letters and words
as forms of technology, then the
machine that reproduces the
sounds those words represent
is biological: it’s ourselves. Our
interpretation of sounds can be as
imperfect as their reproduction,

ramifications of those analogies,
and [that is what] Rorschach Audio
attempts to explore.
What drew you to this subject
matter?
Within arts circles, there is
considerable interest in a form
of parapsychology known as
Electronic Voice Phenomena
(EVP), which is based on the
idea that recordings of stray
radio chatter – the often highly
distorted voices that occasionally
intrude on [sound] equipment –
are literally recordings of voices
of ghosts. EVP research enjoys
a significant cult following.
Rorschach Audio started out as
a series of lectures and articles
which demonstrated how, [like

words ‘Let him have it’ in the
Craig and Bentley shooting
in 1952, it seems clear that an
informed understanding of the
factors that influence hearing
and mishearing can be extremely
useful.
Are there any previous
studies in this field, which
inspired you to launch
Rorschach Audio?
Rorschach Audio brings
together what I believe to be
an unprecedented collection
of anecdotal material, which
describes perception-related
phenomena playing out in
real-world environments:
from people hearing illusions
of words in sounds of steam
trains and ringing church bells,
to Surrealist author Raymond

‘If you consider
letters and words as forms of technology,
then the machine that reproduces the sounds those words represent is biological:
it’s ourselves.’

and the central metaphor here
is that the way we interpret
sounds has an imaginative
aspect. Particularly in noisy
environments, we project meaning
onto words and sounds in much
the same way that viewers project
images of faces, animals, ghosts,
angels, monsters, etc. onto the
symmetrical ink-blots famously
used by the Swiss psychiatrist
Hermann Rorschach. In fact,
as the Rorschach Audio book
points out, analogies between
the interpretation of sounds and
of ambiguous visual images go
back at least as far as Leonardo
da Vinci. Before this project,
[no one has] addressed the full
18

the] ink blots, distorted and
indistinct voice recordings can
be misinterpreted as being
personally meaningful, and
explained why EVP research isn’t
scientific just because it makes
use of technology.
Why did you choose to study
the sensory perception of
sound?
There are perhaps only a few
hundred [psychology-based
books] dealing with hearing
[illusions]. When you consider
that capital punishment for
murder was abolished in the UK,
in part because of disagreement
about the interpretation of the

Roussel deliberately mishearing
words as the basis for plotting his
extraordinary novels.
What does the future hold for
Rorschach Audio?
It’s always been an opportunitydriven project, [but] I’m always
interested in exhibiting more
Rorschach Audio artworks and
it would be great to publish a
more comprehensive version of
the book, as there’s still a huge
amount of as-yet-unpublished
research material.

Rorschach Audio is published by
Disinformation. Lore Oxford is the
founding editor of science magazine
Monolith. monolithmagazine.co.uk
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‘Many sign writers chose to go over to vinyls,
but I always felt that you then became just a glorified computer operator.’

Russell Thomas
By Justin Quirk Photography ROBIN MELLOR

Russell Thomas is one of the few
remaining traditional signwriters
in the UK. Based in Northampton,
he has spent the last four decades
painting everything from
fairground art and narrowboats to
church signs and vehicles.
How did you get started as a
painter?
I actually got started in
signwriting by accident. As an
apprentice motor engineer, I had
done a few amateur signs for the
company I was working for and
I seemed to have an aptitude
for it. The company got taken
over and the new owners didn’t
want apprentices and made us all
redundant. A well-known local
signwriter had seen my efforts
with paint and brush and offered
to employ me ‘until I found
another job’. Over forty years
later, I am still doing it.
How has the craft changed
over that time?
Those years have seen
monumental changes in sign
work, with the advent of
computer-generated vinyl
lettering, wrapping and printing
techniques. When I started, just
about every van, truck or shop
would have had hand-painted
20
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signwriting, so a massive amount
of business disappeared from
the job over about a 20-year
period. Many signwriters chose
to go over to vinyls, but I always
felt that you then became just
a glorified computer operator
with little of the art previously
involved – and that was the part
that I enjoyed. Carrying on in
the traditional way has meant
becoming ever more specialised
and having to be very adaptable,
as every job is different.
Can you explain the
technique with fairground
decoration?
It follows the styles and methods
invented in the 1930s, ’40s and
’50s by Edwin Hall and Fred
Fowle – the work is very involved
and time-consuming, but
very satisfying on completion.
Swirling scrolls and lettering
have to be designed from scratch
and traced onto the work; then
they are painted on in silver
paint or aluminium leaf, which
is then glazed with brightly
coloured varnishes known as
Flamboyant Enamels, giving a
sort of reflective metallic effect.
This is then outlined with a thin
black line and ‘shaded’ to give
3-D effect. The centres of the
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scrolls and lettering will then be
decorated in different colours, all
this being executed over a predecorated background. When
finished, the work is given a coat
of varnish for protection. When
you consider that some of the
larger rides may have a pattern
repeated over forty times round
the top and bottom, you can see
that much patience is required.
Many of the older fairground
rides have been acquired by
wealthy collectors and enthusiasts
and this has seen a revival of the
old-style painting in recent years.
Will this be enough to keep it
going as an art form?
The traditional signwriter’s work
will probably all but disappear
with my generation. With much
smaller amounts of work to go
round, a skilled exponent is loath
to train a newcomer, who, once
trained, is likely to set themselves
up in direct competition. It
looks increasingly likely that
a few years hence, signwriting
will only be occasionally seen,
done by enthusiastic amateurs. I
hope, however, I shall be able to
continue making my living from
it for a few years yet.
rjthomas-signwriting.co.uk
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Bafic
By Justin Quirk Photography BAFIC

Bafic is a new, Londonbased photographer. Shot
predominantly on film and often
in black and white, his work has
appeared on Dazed Digital and
The Cut. This month sees the
publication of his book Dot Dot
via the GA-31 imprint.
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Each issue of house will be
showcasing the work of a new
under-27 photographer. To be
considered for inclusion in a
future issue, please contact the
editor and creative directors.
Bafic.co.uk; ga-31.com
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